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Have you ever taken a beginner's software course in which you were the only actual beginner?

While the others were zipping through the exercises and asking the instructor probing questions,

you were stuck back on page three-feeling the slow burn of frustration.No one likes to feel like a

dummy, especially when you are wasting time and money in the process. So do yourself a favor if

you are learning RoboHELP or plan to take a workshop soon. Buy Kevin Siegel's RoboHELP

Classic and RoboHELP HTML Edition training courses and learn at your own pace. (Each manual

costs about what an hour of training does.) A good workshop can then serve to reinforce what you

already know and allow you a chance to ask about what you don't understand.

This is an excellent tutorial that gives the student a good, working overview of RoboHelp. It is easily

completed within 2 days. I didn't care for the exercises that "trick" the student into making mistakes

(one, for example, corrupts a graphic) but for the most part the material is clear, concise and easy to

follow. I especially like the way it is set up to drill procedures using actual work practices. Many

tutorials of this nature have drills that seem pointless. I heartily recommend this for anyone who

wishes to learn RoboHelp. The author, Kevin A. Siegel, is a skilled writer who obviously has a lot of

training experience. Besides, as of this writing it's the only book available!

I'm hard to please, and I have to say that I liked the book. While I found some concepts to be a bit

confusing, I emailed the author and he clarified the things I didn't understand (his prompt reply was

a real plus). As the book promised, I did finish in two days, and I am currently creating usable, if not

simple, help projects for my office. I especially liked the confidence checks and the fact that the

lessons are short and to the point. The users manual that came with the software went on and on

and on and on. This book got rid of all the useless information and got right to it. I'd recommend this



to others.

I've used all of the "Dummy's Series" to learn how use programs from Word to Excel. They were

good... this book was better! I literally finished the book in less than 2 days and have created

several help projects for my company since then... Can I give this book move than five stars?

I was having all kinds of trouble finding books on this subject. This was the only one I could find and

was pretty good. I was able to finish in a few days. Lots of activities. Very challenging!

I looked everywhere for a book about RoboHelp. I was happy to finally see Siegel's book become

available. His book made the difficult seem easy.
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